The Debate with the Royal Chaplain
third walls reached the topmost enclosure. There stood the palace
proper in front of him, the hall of audience with its ' great wooden
pillars of such length and symmetry that one is astonished that
trees so lofty and straight can existJ.
It does not seem that the audience that day was held in this
main hall, "but in a lesser one inside. As at the Mahamuni palace,
there was a window. When Thiri-thu-dhamma appeared at it, he
noticed the Friar, who hastened to make the prostration used at
that court, the shi-ko, and thanked the King for his kindness
'with all the most gracious phrases I could command'. He spoke
in Hindustani, and Thiri-thu-dhamma replied in the same lan-
guage with a smile: * Father, I am very glad to see you well again/
and added: ' I was interested to hear of the festival you have been
celebrating in the temple newly erected to your God/
Manrique: And Your Majesty's God also. On the festival day
and, indeed, every day since, I have prayed to Him for Your
Majesty's health, both of body and spirit.
Manrique's meaning here was, of course, that God the Father,
as Lord of Heaven and earth, was necessarily the King's Lord,
whether he believed in Him or not. The King, however, did not
take it in that sense. The Christian god was no doubt a genuine
supernatural personage like the Hindu gods and had his position
in one of the heavens. It was therefore gratifying to know that his
good offices had been invoked. Such a personage, however, was
necessarily subordinate to the Buddha, for all the gods worshipped
the Buddha and themselves hoped one day to become Buddhas.
The state of being a Buddha represented a state of mind when an
apprehension of absolute truth was attained. Gods and men
equally longed to reach that state, and it was possible for all gods
and men to reach it if they followed the Excellent Law.
The discerning reader will perceive that the points of view of
the Augustinian and the King were both very wide apart and very
close together. They were very wide apart because their termino-
logy was so different as to be irreconcilable 5 they were very dose
together because, as the writings of the Christian mystics show,
union with God, the ultimate aim of Christianity, is a state of
mind when an apprehension of absolute truth is obtained. While
that apprehension lasts, and afterwards in so far as memory can
preserve it, the mortal who has experienced it transcends mor-
tality. Such transcendence when permanent was in Buddhist
terminology styled being a Buddha, and the term, enEghten-
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